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Jay currently serves as Co-Head of the Firm's Global Energy Practice and as the Executive Partner of the Houston office. Jay's practice involves the representation of clients in a wide range of complex transactions across the energy and energy transition industries, including project development, acquisitions and divestitures, joint ventures, and related transactional matters. He has extensive experience in the upstream, CCUS, petrochemicals and LNG sectors in particular.

Over the last 40 years, Jay has worked on major energy transactions in the US and in more than 50 other countries throughout the Americas, Africa, Asia, Europe, and the Middle East.

Prior to joining the Firm, Jay was a partner at another major law firm based in Houston, and has worked in Houston, London, Moscow and Hong Kong.

Danny Hatch, Managing Counsel, Oxy

Danny is a member of the legal department at Oxy, where he works on various commercial transactions with a focus on carbon capture, transportation and sequestration of CO₂ from point-source emitters and the development of centralized CO₂ sequestration hubs as well as projects involving direct air capture (DAC). Prior to joining Oxy, Danny worked at White & Case in Houston, where he represented clients on international and domestic transactions, including M&A, joint ventures, project development and other commercial transactions. Prior to White & Case, Danny was an associate in the Energy Transactions and Projects group at Vinson & Elkins in Houston. Danny received his bachelor’s degree from Brigham Young University and attended law school at Columbia University.

Sadi Moradi, Associate, White & Case LLP

Sadi is an associate in White & Case's Global Mergers & Acquisitions Practice Group in the Houston and New York offices. His practice focuses on the tax and employment, compensation and benefits aspects of mergers and acquisitions, divestitures, renewable energy tax credits, private equity investments, joint ventures, cross-border transactions and general corporate matters.

Before joining White & Case, Sadi attended the Georgetown University Law Center where he obtained his Taxation LL.M and Estate Planning Certificate. Through the program, he externed for two domestic law firms, working mostly on tax controversy, foreign non-grantor trusts and international tax issues. Sadi also received an award from the 2021 Tax Notes Writing Competition for his research paper advocating for the utilization of relative data usage and bandwidth capacity in figuring a jurisdiction's entitlement to Amount A for purposes of the OECD’s Pillar I proposal.
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Ingrid practices in the Firm's Capital Markets group in London. She is co-Global Head of White & Case's Financial Institutions Industry Group, as well as the head of the Firm's Global Derivatives Interest Group and the derivatives team and structured finance practice in London. Qualified in New York; England and Wales; and New South Wales, Australia, Ingrid supports various sovereign and quasi-sovereign entities and other international clients, including major financial institutions and banks and corporations.

Ingrid's practice covers OTC derivatives, structured derivatives and structured finance, including credit linked notes, repackagings, project, leveraged and Islamic finance hedging, transactions for regulatory capital purposes, and the restructuring of such arrangements. Ingrid also regularly advises clients on carbon trading documentation and energy transition matters. Ingrid is a member of The Taskforce on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets, a private sector initiative with a goal to create a blueprint to scale voluntary carbon markets.

Ingrid was included in Law.com's "Women, Influence and Power in Law Awards – Class of 2021", Legal Media Group's "Women in Business Law Guide 2020" and The Lawyer's prestigious "Hot 100" list for 2018 and named in the "Top 5 Young European Legal Innovators of the Year" at the FT Innovative Lawyers Awards 2017. Ingrid is also a "Ranked Lawyer" in Chambers UK 2021 and is named as a "Leading Individual" in Legal 500 UK 2021. Previously, she was also recognised as a "Rising Star" in Finance at the Euromoney European Women in Business Law Awards 2015.